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r1't~rrRODUCTION a
The subject of wavelet analyeis has recently drawn a great deal of attentioIl, from mathe-
matical scientists in various disciplines. 'It is cre?-ting a common link among mathemati~
jv')(.' -
cians, p'~iysicists, and electrical engineers.
Although the term wavelet wa; .fast used in 1984, the concept of a wavelet. basis originated
,. .... \': .._IJ ,I "
in 'the last' century with the mathematician" Haar , who - in response to the discovery
17 . . _._ . ,
in 1873 by Paul du Bois-Reymond of a continuous, real-valued 21r pM"i(),,;';c fiIlldion
whose·Pourie;3 series diverged at a given point " tried to prove t.11e existed~;<,.o£a;'~'liher
orthonormal system
ho(x), hI (x), . '.' , hn{x), •..
of functions defined on [Oi~1Jsuch that for any function f(x) .~ontinuous Q,'l [0,1], the series
~ ~
< I, ho> ho(x)+ < l, hI > h1(x) + .+ < f, hn >"h1L(x) + ...
converges to f(x} uniformly on [0,1]. He was successful in discovering the Haar function
which is defined in t4,is research report.
Thtougr~J'1.t the twentieth century, in their work Oli function spaces,Otila.thematicians
defined functions with similar, or part of, the properties of the defenition of our presentJf
day wavelet functions.
• .'(':,... . '. 1'-
Physicists and experts in signal, processing were tl,nawate of Eho developments.In math-
ematlcs when, faced with specific needs within their disciplines, they "{(ediscovered"
wavelets. 'This gave impetus to the mathematical development of the subject, and an
important advance was made towards the end of the last decade when"Ingrid Daubechies
const:r~Bted a set of compactly supported orthonormal basis functions f~~rL2(~) witho~t
the strong discontinuities of the Haar basis. These develo~ments in mathematics, in turn, .'.
led to exciting developments ill signal analysis and !ium.irical analysis. '
,;Y
Recently, many research papers have been published on the topic, and severa1 texts h~ve
emerged, including [1], [6], [71, and [8] from which I have compiled this introduction. '
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ABSTRACT
\)
This research report deals with the construction of the sertti-o;tho!Jon.al spline wavelet!:,
pioneered by Charles Chui auf Jian-Zhong Wang, and pr~~ented in Charles ChUi's·/book
An introcluCtion" to wavelet~. Orthonormal wavelets have been studied /by Ingrid -;
Daubechies and.orthonormat spline wavelets have.been constructed by Battle and Lemp,rfe. ,~
Biortho!Jonal spline wa.velets have b.~en constructed b;y:.Co~nl Daubechies, ane);Feauveau.
,\ ./ ,..' ". . . .;.;'
These constructions have different advantagee for signaltproceaaing. The qrthonotmal
:::~t~:~"~~!:!thr::a~t:;'i::::::~~:~!!efi~t~:e~~::~:r~::'. ::~:::~~i~~fe;:~r:::::
of smoothness and, regularity is desired. In. ~he case of the semi-orthogonal waveleta. con-
structed in this Ie,search report, a principle called the duality prinfiple alloWcsus to choose
either a finite reconstruction sequence or a finite decomposition sequence, while the other,
though not finite,has exponential de~~y) (see [2]) and so can be truncated/so that we can
still have an' effective algorithm for decomposition or reconstruction, (This is discussed
in [1] section 6.5). The B-s~line Nm and B-wavelet 'Ift'm, co~structed in \this report, have
the advantage for filtering applicatinns in signal processing that both have generalised
linear phase for odd tti and linear phase for"even m (proved fn [4]). Furthermore, ·4'm
(considered a b.a1J,d-pCtsS filter) possesses a remarkable property caned complete oscillation
(see [5]). "
\1
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1&order to contain the length of this research report I have omitted most proofs in the filf~t
three chapters, so that I could discuss fully the construction of cardinal spline wavelet&!h.l
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Chapter 1
PRE·LIlVIIN ARIES
\\
1.1 THE FOURIER TRANSFORM"
Definition 1.1.1 The fourier transform j 0/ a /?J,nctiot/,/ E L2(~) or / ~ Ll(m) is
defined by:
j(w) == (:Ff)(w) - 1:e-i:tWf(x)(1x. (Ll)
The inverse fouriee transform of f is deji'n.edby:
"1, ....
\'
~.;,
Tp40rem 1.1.1 The fourier transform :F i~va one-to-one'map of L2(~) 'onto itself. In
other words, to et.wry 9 E L2{~), there cor-responds one and only one f E L2(~)J given
bW . .~
(:F~lJ)(X) :== '21jCO'eixw i(w)dw.
?l' -00
(1.2)
1
f(x) :== 2~g"....(x) .
such that J ::::9 •
i.e. f(x) :== (:F~lg)(X) =: g(x) is the inverse Fourier transform of g.
j'
'Proof: See [1] pg. 35.
Note: We call r the reflection of f and it is defined by:
(1.4)
We will need the following theorems:
1
l)
(
TheGl'~m 1.1.2 Let j E·Ll(~) n L2(~). Then the fourier transforrrVj of f i$ in L2(~)
and satisfies the parseval ide'atity
1 A A
< f,J > = 211" < fi f > . (1.5)
Proofisee [1] pg. 32.
< ',' > is the inner liroduct on L2(m) given by
11
< t,s > :=j.oo,f(x)g(x)dx.
=co
(1.6)
Theorem 1.1.3 Let} E Ll(3t) satisfy the following two conditions:
1) The series Ek',-;:-oo f(x + 211"k) converges everywhere to some continuous Junction! and
2) The fourier series 2~ Ek:..~od}(h)e5klC converges everywhere.
Then the following poisson sumrni'!,gon formula holds:
00
2: f(x + 21l"k) ::::
k=-<::¢
1 ~'" 'k~ LJ f(k)e' II:, Va; E ~.
7r -00
(1.7)
proof: see IIJ pg 45.
"1.2
}
'(
'.eHE WAVELEY"I'TRANSFORM
Definition 1.2.1 If'I/J E L2(~) satisfies the d,l!.hnissibility con.dition
1.7.(".,[.2
C'" ;==100~. dw < 00
-00 (w) (1.8)
then 'if; is called a basic wavelet. Relative to every ,basic wavelet 'if), the integral wavelet
transform (IWT) on L2(~) is defined
(W",f) (b,a) .- lal-~L:J(t)'IjJ(i~b)dt
- Jal~t< f,1/J (' ~ .~) >
for f E L2(3C), and a, b E 3Cand ~ :/: O.
a is called a dilation parameter and b is called a tran31ation parameter. We can discretise
the variables a and b by choosing
(1.9)
(1.10)
2
(bo > 0 is a positive fixyd constant).
By introducing the notation
"
the-values or the integral wavelet transform are given by:
D
(1.11)
(1.12)
\Ve are interested in recovering any f E I/2(~) from the values of its !WT in (1.12). We
will see I(hat this can be achieved if _1/J generates a Riess basis of L2(?R) .
-"~':;:,_"\j:s_;~~;.:.\r)({:;-' '~'<.,.:
De:(li1itlon 1.2.2 A function ¢ E.)L2(~) is said to generate a Riesz basi.s {¢bQ;j,k} with
s(f.mpling rate bo if both tiie following two properties are satisfied:
l.}The linear span
< 'ifJbujj,k : j1k E Z ?-
is dense in L2(~).
2.}There e:cists positive const~nts 0 < A ~ B < co such that
for all{Cj,k} E 12(..3'2). Here A c,nd B are called Riesz bounds of {¢bo,j,k}'
(1.13)
(1.14)
If 'lj; generates a Rie~szbasis with bo == 1j then 1/J is called an n, ..function. \)The following'
theorem will have applications:
Theorem 1.2.,,1 For any function ,p E L2'(~) and constants 0 < A < B < ,,00 the~ \'.,
following statements are equivalent: \)
1.} {rf;(. - k) : lC E Z} satisfies the Riess condition with Riess: bounds A a.ndB; i.e. for
an,!!{ck} E P
00
AII{ck}ilr2 s II"'I: Ck¢(' - k}II~' 5 B::{Ck}II~,
k=-oo
2.) The fourier transform ~ of if; satisfies
00. (I
A 5 L I~(x + 27fk)r s B)
k=-ru
a.e ..
Proof: see [I] pg 76.
3
(1.15)
(1.16)
1.3 WAVELET SERIES
In this section we assume bo :=; 1 and we use the notation Wj,k :=; 'l/Jl;i,k.We restrict our
attention to 'R.- functions 'l/J, so that {'l/Jj,k} is a Riess basis of L2(~). Atil'R.- Junction ;p
is called the dUlJ-lof 'if; if it satisfies the duality relationship
(1.17)
We use the notation {W,i,k} for the dual basis of {Wi,k}'
There are R..Junctions'cha.t do not have a dual basis {'0j,k} generated by Bome;P E L2(~).
This leads to the following definition of wavelets:
Definition 1.3.1 An n function W E L2(~) is called an n~WaV6:et (or waWle.t) if it has
a dual ~fo E L2(~)} in the sense that {Wi,k} and {¢J,k} as defined by (1.11) satisfy the
duality relationship (1.17).
Two very important subclasses of n·· wavelets are the semi- orthogonal wavelets and or-
thogonalwavelets; It is easy to characterise the duals for these classes of functions.
Definition 1.3.2 Let W E L2(~) be an,n-functio1j.that generates {¢j,k} aei» (1.11).
Then: It·
!f
1.} 'if; is called an orthogonal wavelet or (0.11.wavelet) if {Wj,k} satisfies the 01'-
thollor~ral:~Yconditio~
\ < 'lj)i,k , 'lh,m > :::; oi,/Ok,m, j,k,l,m E Z; t::'·18)
2.} 'if; is called a semi-orthogonal wavelet (or s.o,wavelet), ~f{Wj,k} ;<;atisfiesthe condi-
tion
j,k,l,m E Z. (1.19)
An o.n.wavelet is self-dual in the sense that 'l/Ji,k := .(j;i,k :::;Wi,k, j,k,EZ.
In the following theorem we formulate the dual of a s.c.wavelet:
Theorem 1.3.1 Let'l/J E L2(~) be an e.o.uiaoelei and define .(j; via its [ourie» trans/or'm
~(w) :_ ~(w) . .
2:k=-oo Iw(w + 21rk) 12
Then;P is the dual of 'if; in the. sense that
< 'tPj,k ,¢I,m > =: OJ,kOk,m' (1.21)
['1.20)
In other words the dual basisJtPi,k} relative to {'if;i,d is given by 1pj,k _. ;Pj,k'
4
Proof: notice that the bounds in (2) of theorem (1.2.1)guaran.tee that ;p E: L2(~) . For
a complete proof see [1}cpg 77. (I 'J ,;
The dual ;p of a wavelet 1/J is itself a wavelet, i.e. we always consider pairs of wavelets.:; \\
.tT
From the ~ensity condition (1) in the definition of a Riesz basis, it is •possible to expand
ey,ery f E L2(~) as
(1.22)
These two doubly infinite series are·t:a.lled wi.ve/et serie;'and conver~ence is in L2(!R). By
the .duality :relationship (1.17) it follov\I'sthat
Cj,];!: ,= < f , ;Pi,];>;
dj,ki' .~" < f , 'ifJj,k > .
(1.23)
In summary we have ..the following s~hei~~efor reconstructing any f E L2(~) from discrete
sa~ples of its integral wavelet transform": '" ~."
il)
Theorem 1.3.2 Let 'if; be a wavelet. with d'U,a,l;P.For any JE L2{~), consider its IWT/
'U,singboth.'if>and;P as basic wavelf(~~, eVG~I'U,atedat (b,a) :__.(;, l-b : j, k E 2), namely
~. ','.~ . '-i
"-";'1
, ;",(
dj,k" - < f ,"1f;?,:~» =
'Ci,n - < f ) ;Pj,k> ==
;;./~''__~
(" .. J
then 1can be reconsr:r1~cted from either {d.i,k} or {el,k} by using either of two wavelet
series in (1.22). Ji'unhermore; the inner product of any two L2(W) functions can {l,ZSObe
recovered from the analogo'U,s discrete samples of their IWT, by using the formula
(1.24)
< f )9 >::::: 2: « i , 1Pi,k>< ;Pj,];) 9 > .
j,keZ
(1<,:25) (I
II
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Chapter 2
SCALING FUCr.rIONS AND
WAVELETS
2.1 MULrrlRESOLUTION ANALYSIS
The idea behind Wavelet analysis is the construction of a sequence of sets {viI in L2(?R),
which, if it sa~isfies the properties below, is called a multiresolution approximation (MRA)
of L2(~).
::1.) .•. C V-2 C V~l C VoC Vi C .. 'j
2,) C10SL2(~) (Uj~.z Vi) = L2(~)j
3.) f(x) E Vi -+ f(2x) E Vi+! j E $;
4.) f{x) E Vj -t f(x + 21;) E Vj j E Z.
The method we use to construct such a sequence of sets is to fi~da scaling function
<P E L2(~) that generates such a sequence. We have the following d¥nition:
Definition 2.1.1 A function <p E ,l)(~) is called a scaling function if the $ubspaces Vi
of L2(ac) defined by:
Vi := closL2(~) < cPj,k k E Z >, .i E Z, (2.1)
[where cP,;,k( x} = 2~cP(2Jx - k)]
sati$fie~~the four properties above and if {cP(· - k) : k E Z} is a Riest basis 'of Va. We
say that the scaling function cP generates a multi1'esoiution aP'Fro:pimaion of L2(m).
If {¢>(. - Ie) : k E Z} is a Rlesz basis of va then it follows easily that the family
{¢>j.l: : k E Z} is alpo a Riesz basis of Vi, Then since cP E '~ C Vl, and {tPi,k : k E Z}
II .
Ii
\1
6
is a Riesz. basis of \tl, there exists a unique 12~sequence{Pn} that describes the two scale
00
¢1(x) _,. 2J Pk¢1(2x - k) (2.2)
k=.-·oo
of the scaing fURtioll <p. The sequence {pic} is called a two scale scq'uence of <p. Corre-
sponding to this sequence we can introduce the Uno scale symbol P defined by
1 00
P(z) = Pt/J(z) .:= i E"\p.~~k. (2.3)
k=··oo ..
We can formulate (2.2) by taking its fourier transform:
·¢(w) (2.4)
where z ;:::e~if.
This equation can .also be the defining equation of the two scale symbol Pt/J oCa given
scaling function ¢. If {Pl.} is a ~p.ite sequence then if> has compact support, and in fact, if
N",
<p(x) =- E Pk<PC2x - k) (2.5)
k=o
for some positive integer Nr,b.~~henit can be shown that supp(¢1) - [O~N 4>1 (see [11 pg.'
128-131). \...:)
In general we will assume that the sequence {Pk} is in [1, ··IWthis case the corresponding
two-scale symbol belongs to the so called WienM· Class.
!(
Definition 2.1.2 A laurent series B~=-ooOinZn is said to belong'to the Witmer class
W if its coefficient sequence {art} is in ll.
W is an algebra in the sense that if G( z) = t,t g",z71 and H( z) ;:::En'hnzn for [1 sequences
{gn} and {hn}, then if Q(z) ;::: G(z)H(z) ;:::Enqnz1I then {qn} is also au /1 sequence.
(proof: see [1] pg. 140). "
Furthermore, we have the following theorem due to N. Wiener:
Theorem 2.1.1 let J 6 Wand suppose J(z) t= 0 V:t on the unit circle Izi ;:::1. Then
:7 E W also.
Proof: see [lJ pg. 140.
Let 4> be a scaling function with tsuo-scale symbol P",(z) - ~ Ek Pk:tk•
other 11 sequence {qk} and its symbol
Now consider any
Q(:t) (2.6)
7
C?
Then Q is also in W and defines a.function
(2.7)
in l4. This function also generates a closed subspace tvo in the same manner as' if; generates
o
VO, namely
('
(2.8)
We are intQrested in the relationship between Vb (~nd lVC)) both subsets of Vi. Obviously,
this depends on the relationship between F and Q. We would like (:for reasons stated
later) va and Wo to be complementary spaces of 141 i.e,
(2.9)
where the notation +means direct sum (va nWo == {O} and ·Vi = YO u Wo). In our analysis
of the relationship between P and Q it is useful to construct the 'matrix
MpQ(z) :=[, P(,z). Q(z) 1
, P(;:-z) Q(~z) J
and tUI)(determinant
(2.10)
SinceP and Q are in W, 6.p,(~is in W and if b.P,Q(z) #- 0 on Izl ":'1 then t...~.qE W
from theorem 2.1.1 .
"
We can construct the following functions G and H which are also in W.
G(z) :=
1f(z) :=
where {9n} and {hn} are in P. The reason for constructing G and H is apparent in the
following theorem:
Theorem 2.1.2 A necessat'Y and sufficient condition for the direct"llum decomposition
(2.9) to hold is that the continuous function b.P,Q never vansishes on the unit circle
Izi = 1. Furthermore) if D,p,q(z) :f. 0 for alllz! == 1 then the fq:mily {¢( ......k) : k E Z}
governed by Q(z) as in (2.6) an{!l (2.7) is a Ries« basis of Wo> and the decomposition
relation
1 00
if;(2x -1) ::: 2: E {g2k-.Iif;(x ~ k) *' h2k.,.I¢(X - k)}
'\} '} A::;;-oo
holds Vx E ~. {gn} and {h~} are ,the sequences mentioned above.
(2.12)
8
proof; see [1J pg. 142-145.
\Let IUS define al'l in (2.8)
(2.13)
srippose now that two-scale symbol P and Q satisfy the conditio~s stated. in theorem
2.1.2. Tnen the following argument shows that we can extend (2.9) to the .m9re general
case
(2.14)
Let
i.e.
13+1(x) - 2jakcP(23+1x - k)
k
for some sequence {aj}.
Then
JJ+1(2~jx) - 2jakcP(2j+1(2-ii) - k)
k
- 2: c¥kcP(2x - k) '(E v,.)" ,I,
k
...~ L>~kcP( x - k) + "£ 6~'!f;(x - Ie)
k k
= E c¥kcP(2j (2-:J x) - k) -+ E 0,,'I/;(2i (2~ix) - k)
k k
where we have applied (2.9) in step 3; the fb':$t and second terms on the r.h.s are in Yo
and Wo respectively.
Thus
1i+1(x) = L:d!kcP(2jx - k) + E 0'/J1,b(2jx - k),
k k
where terms on the r.h.s. are in V; and Wi respectively. ie.
(2.15)
Now suppose that fJ E Vi and 9j E Wj, and Ij ::::;9j. Then
fi(ro) == LC¥kcP(2.ix - Ie) == ''EJ3k1J.(2ix - Ie) - 9'($)
k k
for some sequence {Pi}, and
9
Therefore
(terms in va and TVo respectively).
Therefore
I!
)i
(since vo nWo'= {OJ),
and \1 c
j,j nWj = {OJ. (2.16)
(2.15) and (2.16) give (2.14).
Now we can establish the following about the sets 11; and Wj:
Vj+Wj
Wj+(VI-l+Wj:'" 1)=
etc.
From property (2) of a multitesolution approximationwe can deduce that
(2.17)
If {¢(. - k) : k E Z} is a Riesz basis of tVo as determined in theorem 2.1.2 it is easy
to show that {7f>(2J• -;k) : k E Z} is also a Riesz basis of 11; , hut we need to do more
analysis to establish if 'if; generates a Riesz basis of L2(~) and even the~ we have to
investigate the existence of a dual -0 E L2(~) so that 7f>is a '!1)a'Velet function. This is the
purpose of the following discussion.
We change the emphasis ~lightly and begin by considering two..scale symbols f", and G~
corresponding tc scaling functions ¢ and ¢where
G*(z) = G(z) :.~ G(!-) == ~ Ey'_nz'fl Izi = 1
'fl
(2.18)
({g'll} is the *wo~scale sequence of the two-scale symbol G).
We assume that <p generates aMRA {j,j} and ¢ generates aMRA {Vj} of L2(~). If we
select Laurent series Q and Ii that satisfy
J/
~~ t: j
\.(
l.\P,Q (z) :f:. 0, Izi = 1, (2.19)
then according to theorem 2.1.2 and (2.17) Wewill.obtain unrelated direct sum decompo-
sitions of L2(~) .~
L2(~) :-:. ... + W-1+ Wo+ WJ . + ... j
10
(where Wj ana Wj are spaces,cQrrespondirig to functions i/l and .~ determined from Q and
H respecti vely).
.To make a connection between these two decompositions we start with th~) follbwing
definition;
Definition 2.1.3 Scaling functions </> and ~. genera~ing possibly d,ijJerent MRA's {Yj}
and {"0} respectively, of L2(~), are said to be dual scaling functions if they satisfy the
o
condition
\j \,
(2.20)
and the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1.3. Suppose P = P¢; and G* = G~ are two-scale symbols with d~al scalin.q
functions ~ an(l.~ respectively. Then, V Q,HEW are chosen from the class
CJ(z) - z.~lG(~z)k(Z2);o
R(z) ,= zP( __z),t-1(Z2),
where Ii: E Wand k(z) =j:. 0 for Izi= I, then thef11nctions '$ and;P defined
1j;(z) - li qkzk
k
;j;(z) - '£h_kZk
k
(2.21)
(2.22)
satisfy
< 'l/Jj,k, ¢/,m > == bj,z/ik,m, i,k, I,m E Z.
'" i>Furthermore 'if; E Wo and 1j; E WQ are dual waveletfunctions.
(2.23)
proof: See [1] pg 142..143.
The following shows i,hat the choice of functions G and H in theorem 2.1.3 is.consistent
with the equations defining G and H ill (2.11) that are needed for the decomposition
relation in (2.12).
Given P(z) and G(.z);Wechose Q(z) = ,z-lG( -Z)k(Z2) so that
D.PjQ(z) = P(z)Q{~.z) - P( -z)Q(z)
= P(..:)( -zt1G(z)k(Z2) - Z:-lG( -z)k(z<J)P(-z)
() k(z2)
:::: --[·-P(z)G(z) - P(-z)G( -z)]z
k( 2)
- ·-+·IP(z)G(z) + P(-z)G( -z)}
11
In [1]pg . .15l"it is proved that if 1> and ¢ are dual scaling functions as in theorem ~)a.3then
their two-scale symbols P and G* of satisfy the identity P(zJG(z) + P( ~z)G(-z) ::: 1-
Therefore the above expression becomes
which is the same as the definition of H(z) we had in (2.21).
;\\
~ ... . N
In chapter 1. we snowed that if 'I/l. and ,I/; E L2(~) are dual wavelet functions, then. any
f E L2(~) can be representedjn t'Xd unique wavelet series:
J(x) == "I2 < j,-if;j,k > ¢j,k(X);
j,k
J(x) - E< Jl'l/li,k > (i)j,k(X),
j,k
(2.24)
(2.25)
where the coefficients are the values of the IWT of f relative to the 'basic wavelets (i) and
-:
¢ respectively; evaluated at the time-scale positions
See section 1.2.
We want algorithms for finding the IWT values of I, and for reconstructing J from its
IWT values. It turns out that the two-scale sequences {9-n} and {h_n} from two-scale
symbols G*'\ = G~ and H* as given in (2.11) and (2..18) can be used for obtaining the
IWT values < I, ¢i,k .> .This computational scheme, called the dec'o'rnposition algorithm
is a consequenceof the decomposition relation (2.12) in theorem 2.1.2. On the other hand,
, \
the two-scale sequences {Pn} and {qn} (from two-scale symbols P and Q as given in 2.3'
and 2.6) can be used for reconstruction of f from its IWT values. This computational
scheme ,called the",reconstruction algorithm is a consequence of two-scak; relatiof(:s (2.2)
an<),,(2.7)Ifwe want to use ¢ instead of ¢ as the basic 'IlJaveletthen the two~scale seq:uences
{Pn} and {qn} are used in the decomposition algorithm and {9-1l} and {h_,J are used
in the reconstruction algorithm. In other words, the role of the pairs ({U-n} ,{.h-Il} )
12
~\
and ({p,i} ,{(in} ) for de.compOR,ition andcrecon8tr~ct-i()n purposes are interchaQ.ged if the
" '0
information
{l-V~f (~, i,) i [,k E Z}
is replaced by the IWT information
(2.26)
{TtV1/;! (~, ~) ; j, k e<z}:
This is called the duality principle in 'U1avelet decompo8ition-recon.~try,ction,
11·· )
In what follows we only discuss the rWT in (2.26) using ¢ as a basic wavelet. For any
f E L2(~) let in be a projection of J onto Vn.
Since
VN+l .' WN+VN
== (Vf7N-1+,VN-!).f,WN
(2.28)
i. .' #
for any positive integer M, iN has a unique decorp,position
~< . ... /;:/:/? . ;;::_;;:.;
is= gN-l + giV-2 + /;"+9N~M;;I- fN .....kt (2.29)
where
9j{X) E Wj j == N - M, ... , N -- 1
fN-M E VN-M
(2.30)
Let us write
ij(x) == ,;L.ak4>(2ix - k)
k
where ci :== {c{l k E Z,
and
(2.32)
where di :== {dt} k E Zj
then the decomposition in (2.29) is uniquely determined by the sequences ci .- {c:t}
and dj :== {d~} in (2.3~) and (2.32). Again, note that
di - {W~i (;" 2\); .1, k E Z} . (2.33)
We introduce the notation
1
an := 2"9 ...n;
1
b« := 2h-n
(2.34)
(where {g_71}(la;i1d.-~{X-n} are. the two-scale seQ1.£ences corresponding tv G~ and H* respec-
tively). Hence the decom-gpsiti()rt relation (2,12) becomes
00
<I>(2x - 1) = x: al-2k<P(X - k) + bl--2k¢(X - k),
-00
We can no':', derive the decomposition and reconstruction algorithms:
1) Decomposition algorithm
\
This can be represented diagramatically as follows:
dN~l dN-2 dN-M
/' /' /' /' "~
eN ~, eN-1 ~ cN-2 ~ ~ N-Mc .
2) Reconstruetlon algorithm
c1 - X:P;-21c{_1 + Qk_21d:-1,
I
which is represented diagramat,ically:
<lV.
proof of' 1) By applying (2.35) we hq,ve
(2.35)
(2.36)
(2.37)
f.j(X} == E c{<I>(2jx -I)
I
- ~ c{[E {(l1_2k<P(2j-1x - k) + bl_2k¢(2j-1x - k)} 1
I k •
- r;{r:al-2kcf} <I>(?)-lX - k) + x:{2.: bl-2leci}.·. ¢(2i-1::: - kY·
k . I.. k 1 . ~
Ii
HenC61 from the decomposition relation hex) = !.i-l(X) + 9.i-1(X), whe;e /j-1($) and
,9j-1(X) are given as in (2.31) and (2.32) with j replaced by j -I} it follows that
x:{. Eal-2~~.M __,~-1}4>(2j-1x - k) + E{.Lb1_2kc{ - d{-l}. ¢(2i-1x - k) =0
Ie I " Ie I
so that (2.37) follows from the 12 linear 'independence 0/ {~j-llk : k E Z} and
{¢J-l,k : k: E Z} and the fact that "'i-I nWi-l = {OJ.
14
proof.of 2) BZrapplying thf: tum-ecole relations (2.2)" and (2.7) we ~.Ilve;
hex) = .f.i'~l(X)+gj-l(X)
;:- ;r-: Iqf-lp(2i-1x -I) + d{-11p(2i-1x -1))
I
:::: ~ [ci...1r;PMP(?ix - 21- Iv) -t d{-l ~%p(2jx - 21 - k)j
1\, ; ,r= 2:E (c1-lpk_21 + dj-l qk-21) 4>(23x - k)
(( I k~;;{:'~\.~'
c, l_,'r;-',i: ~ {~[Pk_21c(-1 + qk~21d{-1]}4>(2jill- k))
and compa"?ng with (~.31)we obtain (2.37).
Ii
(I
/1
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Chapter 3
CARDINAL SPLINE ANALYSIS
3..1 TIlE CARDINAL B-SPLINE
! !
1.-
In t~1s chapter we gi~e an example of a multiresolution approximation of:1)(~)and a.
scaU1,~gfunction tJ:.at generates it.
For a non-negative integer n let 1I"n denote the collection of all algebraic polynomials of
degree at most n, and en = G1l:(~) the collection of all functions j such that .r.r, .."
f(n) are continuous everywhci~e.
Definition 3.1.1 For each positive integer m/ the space 8m of cardinal splines of order
m and with knot sequence Z is the collection of all functions J E Cm-2 such that the
restriction oj f to any interval [k, k + 1)) k E Z f is in 11"m-l' t.e.
(3.1)
We can extend the definition to cardinal splines with knot sequence 2-j, j e z and
denote by sin the space of cardinal splines with this knot sequence. In this case, the
above definition applies to the restriction JI[2-jJc,2-.i(Jc+l» E 1I"m-11 k. E Z . If )1,j2)6 .z
with j2 > it, then 2-52.z ::;2-j1:if, , so if f E 3M then f E S~, i.e. if f is a spline function
with knot sequence 2-';1:if, , then f is also a splin~ function with knot sequence 2-32.z .
We can deduce that sti CSt;., or, more generally, we have a nested sequence
•.. C s: c SoC s: C·.,m ,pl.. m- (3.2)
of cardinal splines (with S~, := 8m).
To obtain a multiresolution appro~ima.tion 9f L~(~) we form the ~ntersections of the.spaces
Ii' '.' ,c' .,
16
·;', 1
\" ,
\.,:.t'
(3.3)
This gives us a nested sequence
... c v~c "\tOm c Vlm c·· . (3.4)
of cardinal spline spaces of L2(~).
It is clear that
(3.5)
for even in. the trivial case when m ~ 1, the piecewise constant functions on intervals
[2-:ik, 2"'":i(k +- 1)) can approximate a function in LZ(~) arbitrarily closely as j -t 00 •.
To verify property (3) of a MRA (see first paragraph of chapter ~£weneed to show that
{ , , ((
f(x) E Vjm "* f(2x) E 1-7+1'
Therefore, suppose that
/(x) E vr
....:~~
Ii
(._J
for some Ie E Z and fix
x € [2-(i+1)k,2-U+1)(k + 1)).
i\
Then
Since
we have
f (2x)) == p «2x))
for some polynomial p of degree ::; Tn, - 1:
Ifwe define
po(x) == p(2x)
then
po E 1fm-l 'c
also, and
f(2a;) == po(x). o
Since a;was chosen arbitrarily in [2-(Hl)k,2-(j+l,)(lc+ 1)) we have
((f(2')b-(Hl)/:,Z-(HI)(k+1» E 7I"m-l.
~
\\
~\
·i.e,
\\ 1(2:t) E V1+1
()
since' k was c}lOseri arbitrarily.
Lastly! to verify (4) OId. MRA we use a shnilar al.'gunlent to show that
(3.6)
.. (}
W~have found a multiresolution approximation of PUR). To 'lind a generating scaling
function we define, using a con'uolution operation, the. B-spline functions.
\
Definition 3.1.2 Let f,g E L1(~). Then the convolution h <>f f and 9 is\(},lsoin D1:(.t~·:::;;..
and is defined by . .... '". ()
hex) = (f*9)(rc) ;:::;£:J(x-y)9(y)dy. (3.7)
Ci It is easy to show that h E p(~), and that the convolution operation is commutative
(i* 9 = 9 * f) and associative ({f * g} * u = f * {g * u}) for V(~) functions Ls,».
1\
1/
.\(. ,.
Definition 8.1.3 Let Nl(X) be the characteristic fun~fion on the unit interval [0,1) ;(fnd
define i'
Nm(x) := (Nm-1 >I; N1)(x) - i:Nm-1(x: -- t)N1{t)dt (3.8)
{I . .
- ~i' tlm-tex - t)dt.
\
.We callNm the roth order cardinal B-spline Nm•
Clearly, Nm(x) has compact support w1..ichalso implies that Nm(x) E Ll(!R).
Nm has several important properties listed in the £0110\\ jug theorem.
(,
, 1\ \\
Theorem 3.1.1 The n.th order qardinal B-spline Nm satisfies the following properties:
1) for every fEe = eo (continuous functions) {,
o
l:l(x)Nm(X)'~W -- 101 •• ·lol j{$1 + ... + Xn)dXl'" dxm) (3.9)
2) for every 9 E em
(9.1°)
18
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D
f)
3) SuppNm - [0,m];
4) N~(tc) > 0, 0 < x <m;
5) 2.::000 Nm(x ~ kL= 1, "Ix E ~/\t=--
6) N:n(x) = (~Nmj~)(x) := Nm-1(x) - Nm-1(x -l)j
1) Cardinal B~splines ,{Vm and'Nm_1 are related by the identity
Nm(x} = m~ 1Nm-1(:c) + ~ = ~lV~m_l(X -1}1
8) Nm is symmetric with respect to the centre of its support} ie
(3.11)
(m ")' N~i (m )N --+x = - ---xm 2 m 2 ',' (3.~~)
proof: see[l] section 4.1 pg 8b87.
It can be shown [see [1] pg 88~89] ,that if we form the set of integer translates .of the
B := {Nm(x - k) : k E Z} () (3.13)
then!3 is ~ Riesz basis of1~m.
Similarly the family
(3.14)
(I
is a Riess basis of V~ with the same Riesz bounds. By the density property of a Riesz
basis Isee 1.13] we have
(3.15)
This means that the Bvapline .Nm is a scaling function that generates the MRA in (3.4) .
[see defn 2.1.1 ].
Our next step is to determine th~h\iir()·scalesymbol PNm of Nm [see (2.3)1.
First note the following property or the convolution operation.
U * g)" (w) == j(w)g(w) (3.16)
as can be seen from the following computation
(I
(f * g)"(w) = f~oo (J~(X)f(x - y)fJ(y)dy) e-;(,)~dx
- f~g(y) (J~ooe-iW.~ f(x -- y )dx) dy II
- J~g(y) (f~l»e-;w(t+1/) f(t)dt) dy'
- f~oog(y)e-iW!I (J~ooe-iwtf(t)dt) dy
- i(w)§(,v)
19
\ !"~"~'
-, <'I
where we have substituted t .;::.,x - y in the third step, and applied Fubini's theoreml,in
'". if\.. . • I
the second step. '{I \1 ',Y\
! II • . r~~'1 L <:
(~1, " ' ,J if
We know from (2.4) that we C<iJh write L
N," () p (~iwI2) N'" (W)m. W ;:: ": em· 2" (3.17)
where PNm is the two-scale symbol of the scaling funG~ionNm• ,We can now state a prop':
erty of. the fourier transform of Nrp.'
N.r(x) - (Nm-1 * l"Il)(X) (3.18)
Since
(see (3.8)), we have
Nm(w) - Nm_1 (w)ih (w)
-- ~Vm_2(w)(Nl(W)Y~
(3.19)
\)1CV~%know from defn 3.1.3 that N~(x) is the characteristic function of the interval [0,1).
Therefore
Nl(W) - "11 e~iwxdx
1 ~iWiCli;:: -,-, e 0
-'tLI)
1- c....iw
(3.20)
iw
Therefore
_
(1~'we.-~"")m.Nm.(w) • \\\'1 l3.21)
(by substitution" into (3.19)).
!Fublnl's theorem" states that if
J[J I/(XIV)ldy]dx <,00
then
j[jl(1V1Y)dY)dll! = J[J J(:IJ,y)d3l)dy
o
20
(!
Sl1bsitution of (3.21) into ,(3.17) .gives
(3.22)
Note that for It == e-iw/2 we have
(3.23)
If2:~hetwo-scale sequence 'OfNtn is denoted by { Pm,k } then we can write
d ,,' ,>
~E~tOl)mlke-ik«J/2 == ~-m"t (k) e-ikw/2 (3.24)
, /;:=0
where
__ {, 2-m+1", (%),Pm,k ~-
o
"
(3.25)
eJ
Therefore the two-scale relatiorlfor cardinal B~sp1il}es'of order,m is given by
Nm(x) = 2-m+1 t (k)Nm(2X -- k).
• k=O 0
(3.26)
Inwavelet analysis we wcint"to project a givel14uhctio~ f E L2(~) onto some. space l~,
a subspace 01 a multiresolutiqn apptoximatio~'1,s defined in. chapter 2. 'If We l\n~w the
values of a function f E L2(~) at all the rnteger points) say
\\fie :== f(k),
o" "
(3.27)
I, "
th~~}we could project f onto a cardinal spline space!V3t'~by means of interpolation. We
do this using the centred cardinal B~s~1in~Nm(x + T)' i.e., we determine the solution {Ok}
in the equation
(3.28)
or more simply, Wedetermine the /undame\'ttai cardinal spline function given by the se-
quence {o%~J ,:' <, '
Lm'(x) - Bk=:_ooc,/NfTl(x + ; ....k)
which satisfles the property
21
I' (\S.29),I
"
lJ
(3.30)
\i
($.31)
\{~
(j
J~m(j) == Si,o
so that we can solve (3.28) by forming; thelinea» combination
"L:~"'<XlLm(x - le)A.
(\
Chapter 4 /rf
Ii
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CARDINAL, SPLINE.WAVE'~ETS
. ,\
(l
\.f
This cha:pter uses the theory developed in chapter 2 to find the w~velet f~1~tions corre-
o "I )1':,
spending to the scaling functions Nm defined in chapte~:,3~/,J"~ ,,!>~.,t,.,
" ~: L,,,
Th~:~flrstection introduces a class or functions knovrn ~G { ,<, ·~'e'jzsphlynomials,
which aw us~f1l1in the construction or epline-waveleis, ,:; ~:}t v-, ~)/~~t/~'
}\ .,' • ,', 0 ,
'For r.:positive integer n the Euler"'1i!~benius polynoinial ....., -l(X) is defined:
\t /i
.B"-l(Z) ;= (n - 1·)!z((n.~1)/21E~_~N71(~+k) ,,/' (4.1)
where [xl denotes. the largest integer not exceeding x and Nfl is th~ B~spline of order n
defined in tlle previous chapter;
If n is e1ien thenr ;;::2m for spme positive integer m and (4.1) becomes
E2m-1(Z) ;;;:: (2m - \\J!zm-1E~ ...ooN2m(m + k)z,k
m-l
- (2m - l)!zm-l 2: N'),m(m + k)~·k'
k= ...m+l
(4.2)
and if n is odd then 1'1.::::: 2m + 1 for a postive integer m and (4.1) becomes
'E2'm'(z) (2' , )1 m"oo At (2m + 1 ''') k.- Tn.z .L.tk= ...ooJV2m+1 2 + II; Z
(
'
m,f!!,. (2m + 1 ') k- 2m) z ~ N2m+1 2 + k Z •
k=-m
(4.3)
22
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If we define
m-l
ENmCZ).- r: N2m(m + k)zk
k=~'m+l
(4.4)
and
.(4.5)
then
.E2m-1(Z) - (2m - l)!TIm(z)
- (2m _, 1)!zm-:1ENm(z)
(4.6)
u
and we can prove Some important identities for ENm('Z) and ITm(z).
Theorem 4.1.1 The following set of identities ,relate ENm.{Z), IIm(z) and PNm(Z):
1) Both ENm(Z) and Hm(z) neuer'vanish on Izl= 1/
2)
(4.7)
VWE~;
(4.8)
4)
Vz EC. (4.9)
proof
The identity in (4.7) is an application of the poisson'summation formula (1.7) [see [1}
section 2.5}. From theorem 1.2.1. ~\,p.ave (1) since {Nm(· - k)} is a Rles» basis o/Vcr.
To derive (4.8) we start with (4.7) an~apply (3.17) .
EN •. {e-iw) - E~_ooINm(w + 27tk)j2
::;,~ ~ooIP( -i!df?!:!) N. ,(w + 2?l'k \12LJk=-oo Nm e " m 2 /
,",00 IP"( -ir.J/'J -ill'k) NA, (w + 2?l'k). 12- Lok=-oo Nm e e ,m ')
t:.
_, IPNm(e-iw/2)12 2: INm (.W + 2?l'k) 1.2 -I- !PNm(-e-iw/2)12 E I-!Vm (w + 21rk) 12
kl)tJen 2 /:odd '. 2
_ IPNm(e-iW/~?12r;r~~ooINm (w +241r~) 12 "
+ IPNm( -e-iW/2)12E~;-;xlINm (w + 2?l'~2k -I- 1») 12
_ IPNm(e-iw/2)122:r=._ooIMn (~ + 2?l'k) !2 .;,
23
To.prove (4.9) we need an expression [or PNm{Z) in terms .o.f.PNm(Z):
PNm(Z) :::: 2~m t ('k) z-k Izl;;:: e-iw/2
k=O
- 2-m(z11Oz-11O)t (k) z-k
k:::;O
- 2-110z-rn t (k) z~-k
k=o
- z-1102-m to (m ~ j) Z3
- z-1102~11Ot (7) zi
1=0 .
- z-m PNm(Z).
We have used the fact that (m~j) ::::(7) 0.::;; j s m, For the first step 'see (3.22).
In the fourth step we have used the substdution j ::::m - k,
Thus we have
PNmCZ) = z-m PNm(;t;).
If we rewrite (4.8) in terms of z for z ::;:::e-iw/2 we obtain
(4.10)
Izl:::: 1. (4.11)
I,fwe substitute (4.10) and .ENm(Z) == z-(m-1)flm(z) (from (4.6)) into. (4.11) we gct
Z-m(PNm(z))2z1-mIIm(z) + (-ztnt('pNm(-z))2( _zt(11O-l)l1m( -z) _ z-2(m-l)IIm(z2)
(4.12)
which simplifies to
so that
(4.14)
Since both sides 0/(4.9) are entire functions (being algebraic polyno.mials in z), and (4.14)
holds for Izi == 1 they must be identical/o.r all z,
An important theorem about the roots of the Euler-Frobenius polynomial B}.m-l is proved
in [1] section 6.4, pg 195-199. The statement ~s'~hefollowing:
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Theorem 4.1.2 let m be any positive integer. Then the E'll.ler-Frobeniu$ polynomial
.E.~rn-l oj order .2m -. 1 (or degree 2m - 2) can be 1J)ritten as
(4.15)
-where
Am,2m-2 < Am.2m-3 < .. , < Am,m < 1 < ).m,m-l < ... < Am,l < 0 (4.16)
and
(4.17)
Equations (4.2) and (4.3) can be formulated slightly differently:
m....l
EJ2m-l!(Z) :::: (2m-l)lzm-l E N2m(m+k)zk
k=-m+1
m-l
- (2m --I)! E N2m(m + k)zk+m-l
k=-m+l
2m-l
- (27l ....I)! 2: N2m(j+ l)zi
j=O
with the substitution j ::::k +m - 1 in the last step.
We now have
(4.18)
Similarly it can be shown th<tp'
E2m(Z) - (2m)! £N2m+1 (k+ ~)zk. (4.19)
We now have th" "maehiner'!}' needed to construct the compactly supported spline-
wavelets.
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4.2 COMPAC.TLY SUPPORTEnc~SPLINE WAVELE1.i~
The method used to construct cardinal spline wavelets is an application of theorem 2.1.3,
but first we need:
Theorem 4.2.1 Suppose that we have, in the general case} a scaling function ¢> generat-
ing the sets Vi constituting a MRA of L2(~)with a dual scaling/unction ~ (see defn 2.1.'3)
generating the same MRA of L2(~), ie Vj ;::::Vj j E Z (where 0 are the sets generated
by ~). Then ~ must be determined via the following expression:
(4.20)
Proof Since ¢> and ~ are dual scaling function,'l; for each n e Z we have
1 A ~ •
- 21J~oo </>(w) </>(w)e~l'f1W dw
1 i2-rr(k+l). ~ .- 2:;r:::~oo-2.. ¢>(w)¢>(w)e~mWdw
1(' 2-rrk
- 2~ 102-rr (~r=-~)(w+ 27fk)¢(w + 27fk)) e-i~wdw
(using the parseval identity (1.5)) in the first step).
It follows that
We kno7o that </> e va and ¢ E Va but we have assumed Vi = 0, Vj EoZ. Therefore
Va = floe 30 </> E Va and we can express ¢> in terms of¢> using some .sequenc(~{ak} in the
following:
(4.22)
Taking Fourier transforms of both sides gives
A'
¢(w) == ~(w)E'f=.._ooaje-iwj. (4.23)
Therefore
..:::: l(w+ 21(' k)". t;<> a ·e-·i(wt2-rrk)j
If' 1-'3:::-00 J
- ~(w + 21rk)B:~_ooaje-iW.
(4.24)
Substituting (4.24) in (4.21) gives
00 ~ . . ¢(w + 2'/rA:) _1-:k:::-oo ¢>( w + 2?l' k) BOO _ . . :::; 1.j=_ooajf.. lW.1 (4.25)
26
Therefore
Ek::-ool¢(w + 27rk)12
= ~(w)
¢(w)
The second step follows from the fact that the LHS is positive and the last step from (4.23).
Therefore
.~.. . ¢(w)
¢>(w) = Ek=:-ool¢(w +27rk)12' (4.26)
Once a MRA of £2 (!R) (consisting if sets V; determined by the scaling function if» has
been determined it is always possible to introduce the sets Wj satisfying Vi+l "- Vi+VV1
[see (2.14)]. Theorem 2.1.2 states under what conditi~ns a function 'if; generates the sets "
Wj' In theorem 4.2.1 we have a dual scaling function ¢ generating,the same:MRA with
sets ~j = '1, Vj E Z. "Clearly then the sets lVj determined by the if; ate the same
as theseta Wj determined by the Vj, i.e. Wj == Wj, Vi E.Z. Theorem 2.1.3 states
that it is possible here to choose dual wavelets 1/J E Wo and ¢ E tVo so, that the sets
Wj are generated by Wand. the sets Wi are generated by;P. However, as a result of the
equivalence of the sets Wi and Wj, the sets Wj (Wi) are orthogonal (i.e. if f E Wj and
9 E W" then < j.9 >= Ci,k) and the wavelets ¢ and ;p are semi-orthogonal wavelets. (See
definition 1.3.2 (1.19)). Consider the following argument:
Choose o/Jj,k E W; and ¢l,m E fVI for some i,k, l, m E Z
Since 'w; == Wi", o/Jl,m E lVi, we can w~:ite
(4.27)
for some {at.}.
Therefore
00 '" I- < ¢i,k, "£t=:_«>C'it¢(2 X - t) >
= E~_<x)C'it < ¢j,k,(/;/,t >
- 2.:~_ooQ!tcj,r8/.;,t
_ {~k :~ ~;;}.
Instead of (2.17) we now have
(4.28)
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o(an orthogonal sum), and instead of (2.14) the orthogonal sum
(4.29)
Consider now th~:scaling function Nm with finite two-acale sequence derived in (3.25) and
two-scale symbol in (3.22). For s = e-1w/2 (4.7) becomes \\
" (W . .). 2ENm(Z) = E~-60INm 2" + 21rk I,
.
z:::; e-iw!2. (4.30~
The dual scaling function Nm of N,m generating the same MRA as Nm can be defined
using (4.20) in theorem 4.2.1 and identity (4.7):
z Nm((J.t)
n; = E .( 2)':lNm Z (4"31)
Note that (4;7) shows that EN'm(z) > 0 on Izi == 1.
The two-scale symbol G* = G?v
m
Can be determined from
U
"Nm(w)
As mentioned in section 2.1, this can be used as the defining equation for G*. Hence
(4,32)
In theorem 2.1.3 we chose the two-scale symbol Q for a wavelet ¢ relative to a scaling
function f/J from the class
Q(z) ;::: z~lG(_z)k(z2)
where k E Wand k(zJ':j:. 0 for Izl;::: 1.
(4.33)
If Q(z) determines a wavelet 1.f; relative to the scaling function Nm then we can express it
in terms of the Euler-Frobenius polynomial E2m-1(Z) using equation (4.32).
ENm(Z)p-( )
G(z) - EN
m
(Z2) Nm z ,
ENm(Z) -=---~
= EN'", (Z2) PNm (z),
Izl =1
lzl == 1.
Therefore, recalling (3.23) and (4.6) we have
G(-z) = ENm(-Z) p(-z)
ENm(z2)
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- j;~\::ic ; z)m
_ ~:~11\::))(::~~:m(z ~ 1)m
- -;i2:11\::] c ;z)m.
Substituting (4.34) into (4.33) gives:
2(1 - Z)'In .k(Z2)
Q(z) -- -z .--2- E2m-l(-Z) E2m_1(Z2)
where k E W, k(z) ¥= I on Izl!& = 1.
For the wavelet 'if; determined by Q(z) to have compact. support the sequence {q/c} deter-
mined by Q must be finite, Le, k(Z2) must be chosen so that Q(z) is a polynomial.''l\ee
. -. I
section' 2.1.1].
(4.35)
SJlPpose a is a zero of E2m_j(Z2). Then (-a) is also a zero (because E2m_1(a2) =
E2m_t(_·a)2)), i.e, we could write
for some remainder polynomial Rl(Z)' Notice from theorem .4.1'.2 that the zero~·.o£
E2m ....l(Z) are all negative, which implies that the zerosof E2m-l( -z) are all positive,
and so onlj~.,oneof the terms (z - d), (z + a) may be a commonjactor with E2m-1( -'z).
If we were to cancel this term, the remaining term (z ..,..a)R1{z2) 01' (z + a)Rl(z2) would
not be a polynomial consisting of powers of iZ (the highest order term is odd) and so
could not cancel with k(z2). Therefore, t.o choose k('22) so that Q(z) is a polynomial it is
necessary ap.ci"sufficientthat k{Z2) contalTis a factor E2m_l{z2) i.e,
(4.37)
where Co is a non-zero constant and no is any positive integer.
If we choose CO = (2;~1)! and no = 1 then (4.35) $hnpliu~ to
1 (1~ z \ m 2;..... 2 . \ . \
Qm(z) := 2I:~=....ooqnzn:= -2-)'L: N~r(~,,\ffj(4,;:fk
1:=0 . \ ...)\,
f, .~-.. ",.'
\)\
(where we have used (4.18») and we can define \\ .
(4.38)
(4.39)
using the sequence {qn} in (4.38). 'if;m is called the mth order B-wavelet.
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The.sequence {qnl can be determined explicitly:
~oo I.zn._
L.-n=-6<,)~" .- 2 C 2 ,r)m2£2 N2m(k+ l)(-z)k
k=o
- 2m~1 t (7) (-.z)l ~5:2N2m(k + 1)(-z)k
/=0 • k=o«
_ 2:-1 ~ 2~2 (7) N2m(lc+ l)(_z)k+l
- 2:~~oo(-l)j 22"'1 (~(7}N2m(j -l+l)) zi
Therefore
where we had the substitution j :::;k + l in the last step.
qn :; ~~~: ~ (7) l\((m(n +1- 1).
The s't1pport of 'ljJm can also be determined:
Since
by (3) of theorem 3.1.1,
qn =J. 0 for
for 1;:::: 0 in (4.40) or
"
SUppN2m == [0)2m]
o < n+ 1 < 2m
O<n+J-·m<2m
(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)
for I::::: m'ill (4.40).
(we only need to consider the smallest and largest values of 1) [see (4) of theorem 3.1.1 ].
i.e, qn =J. 0 for n - 0, I, . •· ,3m - 2.
Therefore 3m-2
1Pm(X) = E qnNm(2x - n).
n:::O
'ljJm(X) =J. 0 when Nm(2x - n) =J. 0 for some n ;::::0,,'" 3m - 2.
suppNm == [0,m], again by (3) of theorem 3,1.1 .
Therefore
when 0 < 2x ~ n < m n;:::: 0, •.. ,3m - 2.
Consider extreme cases
(1) n == 0 and
(2) n = 3m - 2. I
Then
1) 0 < 2x - (0) < m
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(4.43)
· o· mi.e. < x <"2;
2) 0 < 2x - (3m - 2) <m
i.e. 3~ + 1 <: x < 2m - 1.
Therefore 'if;1T!(x)i: 0 if'O < x <: 2m -1 (co.mhining'(l) and (2)).
d
i.e.
supp.pm == IO,2m - 1].
'The results in this section can be summarised in the following theoreni:
Theorem 4.2.2 Lei m be any positive integer. Also let Nm be th.e mtl&'<f~i:ler·cardinal
B.;spline and'if;m the B-'Wavelet defined in (4.39) with coefficient sequence given by (4.40).
Then {'if;m(. - k) : k E .z } is a Hiesz basis IIJI ~VO (the 1pa'l)el~t.~pace generated by t/)r,n.).
Furth.ermol'e "Pmhas compact support given blVsupp'I/Jtn = [D,,2m .....1].
CJ ,. .
In the next section the dual wavelets 1Pm are defined in terms of interpolation splines.
3'1
4.3 CONSTRUCTION OF A DUAL "fNAVELET
The scaling function Nm generates a MRA of L2(~) with sets Vj. In the previous section
the wa:y-eletfunctions V;m with compact support that generate the orthogonal spaces Wj
satisfying
Vj EZ (4.45)
were determined. In this section the splinefunctions '!PI,m that do not have compact sup-
port (for m ~ 2) that also generate the sets Wj are determined as well as the relationship
of these functions with the dual ifim of 'I/Im .
If equation (4.40) is applied for m = 1, then
9n = (-l)"'[(V) N,,(n + 1) +,(1) N2(n)] (4.46)
Therefore
qo ::: N~(1)+N2(O)
ql - -(N2(1)+ N2(2»)
(4.47)
An application of definition 3.1.3 for m = 2 shows that
N'($) '" { 2: $ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ }. (4.48)
Therefore
So, by (4.43)
1Pl(X) - QON1(2x) + Q1Nl(2x -1)
- N1(2x) - N1(2:t.;.-1)
{
1 : 0:$ x, < i}
- -1: i;; x < 1 .'.
V;H := V;l is called the Baa?' wavelet.
It follows from (6) in theorem. 3.1.1 that '!PH is related to the derivative of the second
(4.49)
order cardinal Bsspline No)., namely
(4.50)
The Bsspline .N2 can be viewed as a ·fundamental cKrdin,u spline [see (3.29»), r~lfact, the
second order cardinal spline L2 is defined by:
(4.51)
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Furthermore,.,with an application again of (6) in theorem 3.1.}
L~(£) ==" (~'N2(X -1)
- ~Nl(X+l)
- N1(x + 1) - Nt.(w).
So
L~(2x -1) == Nl(2x) 7"" N1(2w -1).,
which .gives an equivalence between ¢H(x)and L~(2x -1):".
'¢H(a;) == L~(2x -1).
This statement can be generalised in the following theorem:
(4.52)
(4.53)
Theorem 4.3.1 Let {Vjm} be the MRA of L2(at) generated/rhy the mth order caM:inal.B-
spline and let {Wr : j E Z } denote the orthogonal compt~mentary wavelet spaces such
that
V'm - v:m Elicwm'-11 -,' ' ,3 • 1 3 jEZ.
Define
(4.54)
~ -,
where L2m is the (2m)th order fundamental cardinal spline. Then vJI,'m generates the
1I
wavelet spaces {Wr :j E $ }.i,e,
Wr == closL2(~) < 2i/2'I/JI,m(23x - k) ! k ~ i >. (4.55)
1),proofWe fi'i'st verify that V>l.m E Won.
If (6) of theo1'em 8.1:1 it; succesfully applied m times to determine·,'the mth derivative oj
the mth order cardinal B~spline then we g~t a finite linear combination of integer translates!!
of the delta distribution: c:
Hence, for every n E Z
< Nm{· - n), V>I,m >' == f~Nm(x -. n)L~~)(2x -d)dx
- (.;~mf~cx,\!,,~m)(x ~ n)L2m{2x - l)dx
m (-l)m"'\f .(m)
-}:, 2m '. k f~oo8(x - n -. k)L2m(2w
k=O • ", '.'
m (_l)m-k\(~)_.I: 2m 'k L2m(2n + 2k -l)dx
k=O
- 0,
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situ» L2m(1) ::; 01,0) I E Z . Use integration by parts to get the second step .
., We inv~stigate th; two-scale relation oj)V;l,m r: resJ1ectl~~ Nm(2X(!; k), k E Z , i.61,
we are ~nterested m the 12 sequence {qk} for whzch \\. U
'l/JI,m - L~~)(2x -1) = 'D'k=_oo1kNm(2x ~ k). (4.56)
If we can detetmine such a sequence then we would have established that V;/,m E Vi' and
the, above 'l)~sult would ensure that "p/,m E vVo. ;;_:;.,'
Keeping the same notation as zn (3.29)
L2m(X) ::: l:~~OQ42m)N2m(a; +m,~ k).
By repeatedly applying (6) of theorem .1.1.1 it follows that
r t
N~:)(a;) - (.6N~::~»)(x)
(4.57)
(4.58)
= (.6.11lNm) (x)
:::t( _l)k (k) Nm(x - k).
k=o
80 if we differentiate (4.57) m times we have
."J'I,m,,("') ~;::L'2(lTmL)(2·/Yo - 1) ,",00 (2m)M(m) (2 '. 1 +' -, k)'W '" '" .~ yk=-oock ~Y2m a;:- "m -
= Ek=_ooc~m)f(~1)1'(k) NJ:t)(2x .- 1+m - k-I)
1=0 • ";:c-
~ E~=__ooqtNm(2x - n)
with q~u=B~()(-l)l('k) C~~Ll-I'
We can determine ilte two-scale symbol Qt corresponding to the tuio-ecale seq'aence {qkJ:
Qt( ) 1,",00 t nz - 2L.171.=~ooqnz
- ,~E:= ..QO (ta('-l)1 (1) C~+Ll-l)zn
- ~E~...QO (to(-l)i ('1) c?m)zi ...mt1+l)
- ~i-m+1Et_", (~(-l)I.'(7)) ~'..)z;
lz·...m+~(l __Z)M,",<?9. "'(2m)zi- 2 - i-t;J=-O?v:1'"
In the thi"d step. rue used the,8ubst#iltion;} = m + n 1· ....1.
Form t.he interpolatory prdperty L2m(1) == 0),10 it ~olloths from (4.57) tha,f
I~ G
E~ ..eoci2m)N2m (1+m ..."l~) ::: 0 I :-;f 0
E~_oock2~)N2m(m.- k) - 1.
(4.59)
.)
,
"
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W'e can establish the following identity
(], N,..(m+ k)") (i::::.._A,m).")
'I
1("'))
= Bk=-ooE~=-ooNam(m + kj6~;m)zr.fk
= Ek=-ooE~_ooN2m(m +1- n)c~m)zl
= E':'=_ooN2m(m +1-n)c~'!T)zllr;:o
- E~:::_ooN2m(m -- n)c~2m)
- 1.
In the sec(lnd step we have substituted I = n + k and in the third and firral steps used'
equation (4.6U).
Therefore
1 (4.61)
Applying this ,to (4.59) gives
(4.62)
Let us construd the set:
w; := dOSL2(~) {?,bI,m(X -,Ie) :,k E Z }.
Then we know/rQm the first part of this proof that WO' cWo. However, if 'We can establish
'J
that
then, in fact) we have WO'= Wo.
This is where we need theorem 2.1.2.
'\_\
Since the two-scale symbol vi Nm is gi~en {y (3:123)', we can compu~~e the determinant
i::lP,Qt defined in (2.10): ' ,
[
P(z) Qt(z) 1 "
C>p,q'(Z) '" del P('"-f} 14:1-"1;;) "\
_ c (-ztmt1(1 +z)2m (z)-mH(1~ z)Z~C
- '. 2mtlENm(--Z) -- 2mtlENm(Z) ','FlIf
.f
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IIm(z)(PNmtz))2 -"Um( -:~)(PNm(-Z))2
llm(z)Ilm( ....z)
o = 2m-1 . ZTIm(Z2)
TIm(Z)TIm(-Z)
_ 2m-1 ZENm(Z2)
ENm (-z )ENm (z1
wher'e the third step is an application 0/ i,dentity (4.9) in theorem 4,1.1.
(1) ojtheorem4.1.i states thatE(z) ncvervanishes on tlte unit circle: Therefore it/oUows
that Llp,Q(Z) i= 0 onlzl = 1.
The result in theorem 2.1.2 sb, 'vs that we have completed the proofc] this theorem.
We now establish that the family {'I/JI,m (2i X ~. k) : k E Z } is C!. Riesz basis of Wi) j E Z .
We begin by defining the space
v,.2m,O := {s E vim : s(k) = 0, k E Z } (4.63)
of cardinal splines of order 2m with knot sequence ~i\ and vanishing at all the integers.
It is clear that the function
1
W2m(X) := 2m L2m(2x - 1)
is in vfm,o and SQ are all its integer translates. In fact, we have the next result:
o
(4.64)
Theorem 4.3.2 For each m, the family
(4.65)
u
is G, Rie8.~basis of vfm,o .
proof To show that the line,ar span of the family in (4.65) is de71,Sein v,.ilm,o we let G €.
Yl2m,o be chosen arbitrarily. Then by applying theorem 3.1.1 (2), we have
n
!!oG(m)(x)Nm(x,,_ l)dx = ib-l)m-k(k)G(k + I) = 0, 1E Z . (4.66)
k=O
Oansequentlu, since, it is clear from theorem 3.1.1 (6fth~t G6'11) is in'Vr, the derivation
in (4.66) shows that a(m) is orthogonal t~i,the. subspace 110m oj Vr and hence lies in Wr.
By theorem (4.3.1) we.have <,!
lor some sequence {an.} ~~12 •
•'U;10, observe from the definition (4.64) oj W2m we have
\lI~:;:(x) = 'ifJl,m(X) (4.68)
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so that
x E~, (4.69)
where Dm den(ltes the mth order differential operator. Since V12m,o consists only oflunc-
tions in L2(~) that vanish at Z) we have
(4.70)
To show that the bas.is in (4.65) is a Rie,sz basis we note that
(~I71)
Furthermore
L2m(W) - J~e-iw:r; L2m(x) )1
- J::Oi:Je-iwxL/k::_ooc~2m)N2me/a; +m ~ k)dx
- E~-OQ 42m)J::ooe-iw(lI-1!>+k) N2m (y )dy
-iwm tT I )~OQ (2m) -iwk- e iV2m\W LJk=-ooCk' e .
Therefo1'e \1 "
LA (~). _ ",i(w/2)mN~ (~) \,00 ..(2m)e-i(W!.2)k2m 2 - '''. 2m \. 2 L..Jk=-oo "'k •
Upon substitution of (4.72) into (4. 7}) we have
~2m(W) ::.:; 2-m-1ei(m.-l)w/2 (E~_oo42m), e-ikw/2) N2m (i)
from which it follows that
E~-0(lIW2m(W + 27rk) 1'2
(4.72)
(4.73)
! ~
I:~_0(l(~2m(W + 27rk))(W2m((iJ+ 27rk))
_ 2"'2m-2~OQ(",",<:O ,(2m) -,ijw+i"I<)(",,<:o" (?m)'_ijw+i1tk:)"IN~'.((~+2"rk)"12LJk=-oo '-'J=-OOC) e:, LJj=-OOCJ e ,2m 2
_ 2-
2m
-
2
f Lk eve~ [(2:fo,_ooc)2:)(e-iW/2)i) (E~_ooC}~m)(e-iW/2)i)IN2m (W+;1rk)j2] }.
lEk odd{ (Ef=,_OQC.~2m)( ~e-jW/~}1) (E~';_OQc~2m)( -e-;"'/2)i) 11V2m (ti;1tk) 1.2]
_ 2-2m+~vtr ( /2.L 2 k\12~OQ 1 + IN"(' /2 2 k + )12}'90 1
1~~2mW r 'Jr ,. LJk=-¢'> (EN
Ill
(Z))2 . 2m (() + 'Jr 'Jr ,""k=~00(ENm(-~))2'
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To obtain the last step 11)e have applied the identity; i1} (4.6.2), 7tsing z := e-iw/2 and the
positivity of E(z) on Izi= 1-
.\:)Then since E.t'''m(z) _'ii J.Y!, .~ L:~_ooIN2m(w!2 + 21l"kW (4.74)
;~ Q
EN2m (-z) - 'Ek=._oo\N2m(wj2 + 21l"k+ 1r)12
(4.7) for z :=; e-;'W/2 we get
Ek:;_~'IW2m(w+21rkW - 2-2m-2{(~;:m(~~2 + (!;:{~~~2}
(4.75)
for z :=; e-;(<,/2.
By the positivity of ENm(Z) on the unit circle Izi = 1 (see theorem 4.1.1 (1)) the result in
theorem 1.2.1 tells us that the set in (4.65) is a Riee» basis of V}m,o.
As a con.s~quellceof theorems 4.3.1 and theorem 4.3.2 we have the following result:
'I'heorem 4.3.3 For each po.9itive integer m, tN?:mth .order differential operator D'" maps
the spu'\'rJ,eepace Vl2m,o one-to-one onto the wa.velet space W~, In addition) the Riesz basis
{\lI2m(· .- k) : k E Z } of V;'m,o c()rre~\ponds to the Riesz .:basis {1/lI,m(-'- k) ! k E Z } of
vl'oll via the relation 1/lI,m :;:;Dm\ll2m.
We are now able to determine the dual wavelet ;Pm of the Bvwevelet 1/lm defined in the ,)
previous section. "
We have all equation in theorem 2.1.3 to determine the two-scale symbol E" of ¢ relative
to Nm :
(4.77)
where H(z) ::::;H*(z} £01' Izi. == 1.
In view of the dual rektionship (4.31) for Nm we have for z == e-iw/2
~
¢m(w) ==
(\
(4.78)
The two-scale symbol Qt(z) in (4.62) determines the relationship between Nm and ~I,m:
~l,m(W) _. Qt(z)Nm(~)' it:=; e....iw/2
z-m+1 m]." W
- --2-(1- z) ENm(z)Nm(2)'
(\.r 38
o
Therefore
A W .. 2zm-1
Nm(2) = o/>[lm(W)(l_z)mEN',~(z). 0 .(4:.79)
We can substitute (4.79) into (4.78) to establish a relationship between the dual wavelet
;Pm and o/>[,m'
Recall that k{z) Was defined for ?/lmin (4.37) and we chose Co :::: (2;~1)'and no :; 1. Using
this expression for k(Z2)h.l the above gives
¢m(w) - (__1)m+12-m-+1(2m - 1)!z-4 1 2 ¢l,m(W)
E-;.m·-l(Z )
(_1)11\+1 -2(m+1)' 1. A
- 2m-1z ENm{Z2) ?/lI,m(W)
(_l)m+l eiw(m+l) <;"'00. . c(2m)e-iwl1..t (w)
- 2,1n-l L.,.,n=-oo n' 'P/,m
(substituting Z = e-iw/2 and using identity (4.61)).
Now we u~ethe inverse Fourier transform defined in (1.2).
()1- .. ~ '.
¢m(a;) - -- J::' e'ww¢ (w)dw271" 00 m
l._(-l)m+1. roo e.iwweiw(m+1)(",",.• eo c(2m)e-iwl1.).I •. (w)dw- 27r 2m-l J-oo, '' Lln;:j.-oo n "'f'l.m ,.,'
(_l)m+l (""00 c(2m)2:.. roo eiW(:lH-m+1-n» "~(w)dw
- 2m--1 i..Jn=-oo'tl 2 J-oo , y.·I,m '
" 1r_ (~~:+1(E~:!_ooC~m)o/>l,m(a; +m + 1- n)).
o
, \
'.>
(4.80)
Thil) is the required formulation of ;p in t~l'ms of o/>[,m'
So far, we have dete1rmi~~J the two-scale symbol PNm orN,n (in (3.23)) and the two-scale
symbol Qm of o/>min (4.38). Act41"..l1y;,we see from (4.18) th~t
(
1 .)1» :.Im-2 ,',
Qm{z) =,;:;)' ; z ... !;N2m(k + 1)(__Z)N
_ (l-Z)Yn E2m_1(-Z)
'2 (2m -1)1 .
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(4.81)
C'.\
o
The two-scale symbol G of Ntn was given i~ (4.34). We have
G(z) = ~ (~"; Z) tn i2:~~~::}
and the two-scale symbol II of ¢m was given in (4.7). In terms of our defenition of k(z)
chosen ill;, (4.37). we get (for our previous choice of constants Co and no)
(4.82)
lI(z) -- z c;Z)tn ;'~2:":(~~~
__ z~l C ;iZ)tn ~=_~(~~~.
We now have the paits of functions (Nm1/Jrn) and (Nm-$m.), with two-scale symbols (P,.Q)
and (G, H) respectively, that are needed to apply the decomposition and reconstruction
algorithms discussed in chapter 2 (pg.<on214) to cardinal splines.
(4.83)
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Chapter 5
A BRIEF REVIEW OF PAPERS
BY CHUI AND WANG
5.1 A GENERAL APPROACH TO MULTIRESO-
LUTION ANALYSIS
I will discuss briefly certain aspects of [2], t3], and [4], relating to my research report.
In [2] and [3] the authors verify that the interpolatory spline wavelet
(5.1)
and the B-spline
(5.2)
do generate the spaces Wi determined by the MRA {Vi} generated by the Bsspline N."...
The authors first show that ?/Jr,.".., '!f.;m E Wo and establish that each is a basis of Wo by
using a similar argument to the proof of theorem 2.1.2 in this research report. In [3] the
authors continue to discuss the duality principle and verify that the dual function ~ can
be expressed in terms of ¢l,mo
In [4] the author shows that the Bvwavelet ¢m and interpolatorJ~~)I:;\.\'el~t¢r,m are partic-
ular examples of a more general class of wavelet functions. The auth~; b~gins by defining
the class <l> == {¢} of all functions generating a particular multiresolution analysis of L2(~)
with finite two-scale sequence, i.e. for each such ¢ there is some positive value Nrf> such
41
that
N",
</1(:.c) == Ept¢(2x - nY,
n=O
for a finite sequence {ptl. ~e m~y assume without loss of generality that pt,P'k i= 0, so
C .)\ _"C· 0
that ¢ has compact\\supPOr1i [0;N",].
x E~,
",(5.3)
With respect to some ¢ E q> we have the following definitions
1)
2) For 1'" as in (1) we define
(5.5)
c
It is clear that 1",(""":.c) == 1",(X) and supP1", C [-N""N.p] so that B",(z) is a finite Laurent
series.
3) Let k", be the non-negative integer such that ";.;,(k",) t 0 but 1",(n) ::;: 0 for all n > k",.
4) Let l1",(z) ::;:zk.p Brf,(z). (lIenee II", is a polynomial with degree exactly equal to 2k",).
5) For •any P E 1l' let P denot~~ts reciprocal polynomial. Hence
{
(5.6) ~,
(Here .71' is the collection of all algebraic polynomials with.complex coefficients).
6) Zo is called a symmetric t(jQ{; or (Z2 - z~) a symmetric factor of p E 7r if Zo i= 0 and
p(zo) :;;;:.p(-.~o).
In general if </1 E ~ we call ¢ a (generalised) spline and the spaces {Vk} k E Z spline 0
spaces even though ¢ may not be a piecewise polynomial. In particular, if tP E ~ is a
<p"withminimum support, We call ¢..a (generiLlised) B-spline. In tliiis paper the author
shows that for a function to be a B-sp/ine it is necessary and sufficient that the two-scale
symbol Pt/> has no symmetric roots. Thus it, turns out that the scaling function Nm is a
B·spline of the MRA it generates. In fact it is also shown in this paper that it Is the only
generator of its MRA with a finite two-scale sequence.
In-what follows we let tl E ~ denote the (generalised) B-spline of a particular ~~?A {Vk}.
, \
In this paper the author uses the following definition of a wavelet: \\
Definition 5.1.1 An L2(m) Junction r, is called a wavelet /01' a given MRA provided that
1) (77(' - n) : n E Z} is a Riesz basis ofWa.j c-~
2) The .symbol function Ii
QlI(~) :=. ~E~=t~~i~{:.{ (5.7)
of the tsoo-scal« sequence {q~} is analytic in a iieighbo~)t\~~~:,~¢.~C}tl
.- ", .... ,
.~
"
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c
The collection of all wavelets ~T;ll;hedenoted by W. \ ,;;
Remark The analyticity condit1on of Q'IJ on Izi = 1 is equiv~en:t 0t(!Jtnf; donciitihU~hat
both sequences {q~} and {q~tl.} have exponential decay as n -+ 00, .This i~ important.for
practical purposes such as applications to time-frequency analysis.
'1"'6 give a characterisation of all wavelets 7J E W Wedefine the polynomial
(5.8)
PI! may he factorised as follows:
(5.9)
where /l1J) All E 1r such that ,.\1I(1) = L, Z2 does not divide flv(Z.) and fllJ has no symmetric
roots. I .
In statingd our characterisation theorem we Il~ed t4e fo~\l\wing!ldt~tion:
o \ ~.. )
Definition 5.1.2 Let .A. .denote· the. class oj all jU'ni;tions J analUtio in a neighbourhood
Izl:; 1 such tha,t f(z) ¥- 0 on Izl';::1: -c. "
/1
Remark J EA if and only if l/f E.A. Furthermol fg EA if both f and 9 are in A,
The main result is the following characterization theorem:
Theorem 5.1.1, Let flll be as defined in (5.9). Then '7] E W if and anly if
where ,t.)f'/ E A.
\\ . . '; . (
For a: proof of this. theorem see [4]. If wr, E 1r then the wavelet 7] has compact support a,n,if/
if wf) is chosen so that wf)(z) = 1 then "I has minimum support. Under the normalisation
condition AI/(I) = 1, the minimally supported 7] is unique. This minimally supported
wavelet is called the B-wavelet of it.;e multi resolution analysis.
We consider again the polynomial spline setting where u is zhe mth order B-spHne Nm•
Then in the factorisation (5.Q) we h~~e ANm(cz) - 1 so that' flNm ::: f3Nm : In fact, it can
be shown that '"i( "1 (1+ Z)7n ..flNm(Z) =, (2 1\1 -2' II2m-1(Z)m-.L). , (5.11)
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where ll2m-l is the Euler-Frobenius polynomial E2m-1•Hence, by choosing
Q (5.J2)
we have "
QlIm(z) := (2m -1)! (l"r-'Z()Ir: \(5.13) ;/
ll2itn-l, ~) f,'
, , "" I" c-:'-,:' :), ' , ' ,'(
(note that this is the same ~'~Qt in (4.62) if we i)eca.n!~dentity(4.6) ). This gives us t~~
tjNm (x) = l:~,:!(2$ -. 1)
I)
(5.14)
we.had previously. In addition by choosing w'Pm == ].)] ,we have
I ,.1 (1- z~ n
Q1/Jm\z) = (2m ~ 1)1 ~) ll2m ....l( -z)
.
'\(5.15)
,,\
which is the definition given in (4.81) of the two-scale sy1ttbol ·Qm. Thus we have deter-
mined the compactly supported ~avelet \,
." , \\
"J , "
' . .Ir 2m.,..2
'I/lm(x) - 2m-t".?'s (--1)i N2m(i + 1)NJ~)(2x -- j).
3==9 '
(5.16)
As stated previously this is the minimally supported B-wavelet
1
\of the polynomial spline
spaces.
'(
\
r}
i_l
\~
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